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Counterfactualsand preemptivecausation
JONARDONGANERI,PAULNOORDHOF &
MURALIRAMACHANDRAN
David Lewis modifiedhis originaltheory of causationin responseto the
problemof 'late preemption'(see 1973b; 1986b: 193-212). However,as
we will see, there is a crucialdifferencebetweengenuine and preempted
causesthat Lewis must appealto if his solution is to work. We arguethat
once this difference is recognized, an altogether better solution to the
preemptionproblempresentsitself.
1. Thepreemptionproblemand Lewis'ssolution
Accordingto Lewis'soriginaltheory,for any actual, distinctevents c and
e, e depends(counterfactually)on c just in case it is true that if c had not
occurred,then e would not have occurred;and c causese if and only if
(L) there is a series of (actual) events X1,..., Xn such that: X1 depends
on c, X2 on X1, ..., and e depends on X,.

When (L) is met, let us say c is an ancestorof e or, alternatively,that e is a
descendantof c. It is the thesis that c causese only if c is an ancestorof e
that comes underthreatfrom the possibilityof late preemptivecausation.1
Here'sone case. Supposetwo marksmen,Patel and Singh,are targetinga
balloon at a fairgroundstall; they pull their respectivetriggersvirtually
simultaneously;Patel's pellet reaches the balloon a split second before
Singh'sand bursts it; but, had Patel missed, or simply been a fraction
slower,Singh'spellet would have burstthe balloon instead.Now, in virtue
of what does Patel'saction (P), but not Singh'saction (S), cause the bursting of the balloon (B)?The fact is, thereis no descendantof P upon which
B counterfactuallydepends. B does not even depend on the impact
betweenPatel'spellet and the balloon (K), for example;for if K had not
occurred,then Singb'spellet, by hypothesis,would have made impactand
causedB instead.
So, what gives?
Lewis. He embellisheshis original account with the notion of quasidependence(1986b: 205-207) and redefinescausationas follows: for any
Lewis accommodatessimplercases of preemptionby appeal to the generalasymmetry
of counterfactual-dependence(see 1979: 33-34; 1973b: 170-72). But he recognizes
that this strategy does not work for cases of late preemption, such as the one we are
about to consider.
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actualevents c and e, c causese just in case
(L*)thereis a seriesof (actual)eventsX1, ..., X, suchthat:X1 depends
or quasi-dependson c, X2 dependsor quasi-dependson X1,...,
and e dependsor quasi-dependson X,.
Thus, in particular,c causes e if e merely quasi-dependson c. Here's a
rough idea of what quasi-dependenceamountsto and how it's meant to
resolve the problem. In our example, the preemptingprocess stemming
from P is independentof the processstemmingfrom S, in that it evidently
is possible(in our world or in otherworldswith the samelaws) for a process exactly similarto the formerto occur,along with an event exactly like
B, without the preemptedprocessoccurringat all. Weresuch a possibility
to obtain, the B-similarevent (B*) presumablywould depend on the Psimilarevent (P*); i.e. it would be true that if P* had not occurred,then
B * would not have occurred.B quasi-dependson P if the vast majorityof
processesthat are exactlysimilarto the processbetweenP and B, as measuredby varietyof surroundings,likewiseconstitutebonafide causalchains
(1986b: 206). In that case, given (L*), we get the desired result that P
causes B.
But,what seemsto havegone unnoticedis that, as it stands,this strategy
does not rule out S as a cause of B! For,it is also possible (in our world or
in otherworlds with the samelaws) for a processexactlylike the S-process
to occur,along with an event just like B, without the P-processoccurring
at all. Indeed,this possibilityis acknowledgedin the very characterization
of a preemptionsituation:if c, the preemptingcause, had not occurred,
then d, the preemptedcause, would still have occurredand would have
caused e. Werethis possibilityto obtain, then, the B-similarevent would
counterfactuallydependon the S-similarevent. So, by parityof reasoning,
we are led to the conclusionthat B quasi-dependson S; and thence, by
(L*), to the undesiredconclusionthat S causesB as well.
So far as we can see, Lewis can avoid this conclusiononly by denying
that the processes stretchingfrom S-like events to B-like events which
exhibit the properpatternof counterfactualdependenceare exactly like,
or have the same 'intrinsiccharacter'as, the actualS-process.This denial
is warrantedin so far as these counterfactualprocessesinclude an event
that does not have a counterpartin the actual S-process:namely, the
impactbetweenSingh'spellet and the balloon. Thereis no corresponding
mis-matchbetweenthe actualP-processand its cousins. Thus, this difference - and, in our opinion, only this difference- between the P- and Sprocessesallows Lewisto maintainthat P, but not S, causes B.
However,the same differencealso suggestsan alternativeresolutionof
the whole problem,includingan alternativetheoryof causation.
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2. The alternativesolution
Considerour balloonexampleagain.Insteadof appealingto the (supposed)
fact that processessimilarto the P-B-process(the processleadingfrom P
to B) normally,or in the vast majorityof cases (or whatever),do exhibit
the properpatternof dependence,we proposeto play on the basicfact that
P itself is a potentialancestorof B: if P had occurredwithout S occurring,
then B might have occurredand been a descendantof P. We say B 'might
have' occurredratherthan 'would have' so as to allow 'accidental'causation. SupposePatel is not a marksmanand that he burststhe balloon by
fluke (maybehe sneezes just as he is pullingthe trigger).We still want to
say that his pullingof the trigger(P) causesthe burstingof the balloon (B),
but not that P would have resultedin the occurrenceof B if S had not
occurred;for, since his successis a fluke,therewill be near-enoughworlds
whereP occurswithout B. It does seem legitimate,however,to say that B
mighthave occurredif P had occurredwithout S.2
Of course,S is also a potentialancestorof B in this sense:i.e. it is also
true that if S had occurred without P occurring, then B might have
occurredand been a descendantof S. But here we can resortto the crucial
differencebetweenthe P- and S-processesmentionedin the last section.We
can avoid the conclusionthat S causes B by appealingto the fact that the
S-B-processis 'incomplete',in that: were S to be an ancestorof B, there
would be a non-actualevent (i.e. an eventthat does not occurin the actual
world)in thatS-B-process.The requiredimpactbetweenSingh'spelletand
the balloon is one such non-actualevent. The P-B-process, on the other
hand, is 'complete':were P to be an ancestorof B, the P-B-processmight
be (couldhave been)comprisedsolely of actual events.
Thesesuggestionsgive rise to the following analysisof causation.Let us
say an event k mediatesbetweeneventsc and e at world w if and only if it
is true at w that c is an ancestorof k and that k is an ancestorof e. Intuitively, if k mediates between c and e, k is an event in the causal process
leading from c to e. Next, let us stipulatethat when we use the phrase
'actual event' in characterizinga counterfactualsituation, we mean an
eventthat occursin the actualworld, this world we inhabit,not the world
that is 'actual' as far as that counterfactualsituation is concerned- we
have already adopted this use of the phrase in the previous paragraph.
Here, then, is the analysis we wish to promote. For any actual, distinct
eventsc and e, c causes e if and only if

2 Following Lewis (1973a), we take conditionals of the form, 'If A were the case, B
might be the case' (symbolically:A
B) to be equivalentto 'It is not true that: if A
were the case, then B would not be o-0
the case' (symbolically:-'(A O-4 -B)).
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(PCA) thereis a (possiblyempty)set of actualevents,1, such that if c
were to occur without any of the events in Y, then e might

occur as a descendantof c with only actual events mediating
betweenc and e.
This analysis counts a course of events as a causal process if (very
roughly) these events might have formed a chain of counterfactuallydependenteventsbut for some actualeventsand done so without the 'aid'
(more specifically,the mediation) of any non-actual events. Speaking
loosely, we may say causes are 'potentiallycomplete ancestors' of their
effects. Sinceno suitablename suggestsitself, we shall simplyreferto our
theory as the PCA-analysisof causation.
By the PCA-analysis,if c is an ancestorof e, it is a cause of e (as is the
case with Lewis'stheory).Justtake I to be the emptyset. It is triviallytrue
that PCA is satisfied.For, the actual world itself is the nearest world to
actualitywhere c occurs, and, by hypothesis,it is a world where e is a
descendantof c; and the mediationcondition, as we might call it, is also
met, sinceeveryeventthat occursin the actualworld is obviouslyan actual
event!Hence, c comes out as causinge, as required.
And it is easy to confirmthat we get the right verdictsin our balloon
example.Patel'spullingof the trigger(P) comesout as a cause of the bursting of the balloon (B);just take Y to be {S);if P were to occur without S,
then it is surelypossiblefor the actualP-B-processto occurin suchcircumstances and form a 'complete'causal chain. As for Singh'spulling of the
trigger(S), it is true that if S were to occurwithout P, then B might occur
as its descendant;but S is ruled out as a cause of B by the mediation
requirement:as we have noted, the potential impacts between Singh's
pellet and the balloon that would have to occur for S to be an ancestorof
B do not occur in the actualworld.
So, we have an alternativeanalysisof causationthat also resolvesthe
preemptionproblem.The questionarises,why should one preferthe new
accountto Lewis's?
3. Comparisons with Lewis's solution

We offer three reasons why Lewisians themselves should favour our
accountover the quasi-dependenceaccount.
(1) If, as Lewismaintains(1986b:205-206), a courseof eventsconstitutes
a causal processonly in virtueof the 'intrinsic'featuresof that process,a
theory that omits to identifythese specificfeaturescannot be regardedas
capturing the essential character of causation. The quasi-dependence
account is surely such a theory. It picks out causal processes indirectly in
that it deems a process causal by way of its intrinsic similarity to other
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processesthat do exhibitthe properpatternof counterfactualdependence.
Ouraccount,on the otherhand,deemsa processcausalby way of its counterfactualpropertiesalone. So it can at least lay claimto specifyingthe very
featuresin virtueof which one event is a cause of another.
It may be objectedthat the contrastbetween Lewis'saccount and ours
in this regardis exaggerated.Sincethe truthof counterfactualconditionals
is determinedby how things stand in other possibleworlds, the objection
runs, one event is a cause of anotherin virtue of how things stand with
counterpartsof those events in those worlds. In that case, however,the
PCA-analysistoo must be regardedas appealing (albeit indirectly) to
events that are merelysimilarto (ratherthan identicalwith) the putative
cause and effect. So, the objection concludes, there is no substantive
differencebetweenthe proposedsolution to the preemptionproblemand
that offeredby the quasi-dependenceaccount.3Now, it is true that Lewis
(e.g. 1986d: ch. 4) appealsto counterpartsof objects in evaluatingde re
modal statements;this is because, accordingto him, no object exists in
more than one possible world. But, the present objection mistakenly
takes Lewisto be committedto a similarview of events. He isn't. Events,
unlike individuals,can exist in more than one world in his metaphysics;
witness:
To any event there correspondsa propertyof regions:the property
that belongs to all and only those spatiotemporalregions, of this or
any otherpossibleworld, in which that eventoccurs[...] The property
that correspondsto an event, then, is the class of all regions- at most
one per world - where that event occurs. (1986c: 244, our emphases)
So, as far as Lewisis concerned,the PCA-analysismay well be seen as identifying the counterfactual-relationsthat must hold between two events
themselvesfor one to be a cause of the other.The quasi-dependenceanalysis cannot make the same claim.
(2) A second advantage of our account is that it does not assume, as
Lewis'saccount does, that: if two processesare intrinsicallysimilar,then
either both are causal or neitherare. Quite apart from the fact that the
notion of 'intrinsicsimilarity'is neverclearlydefinedby Lewis, the problem with the above assumptionis that it rules out the possibilityof brute
singularcausation, of one-off causation between particularevents. This
shouldconcernLewissincehe originallystroveto accommodatethis possibility;for example, he decides againstrepairedregularityanalyseson the
groundsthat they 'would gratuitouslyruleout inexplicablecausaldependence, which seems bad' (1973b: 169, fn. 11). Since the PCA-account
focuses exclusively on the counterfactual properties of a process itself in
3We are grateful to an anonymous refereefor this point.
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determining whether it is causal, the account does not rule out primitively
singular causation a priori.
(3) Finally, since the PCA-analysis calls on nothing more than the counterfactual-dependence relation, it can simply borrow, as Lewis's original
account (1973b) does, the semantics and logical framework behind his
theory of counterfactuals (1973a). So, it is an easy matter to provide a
formal semantics for our account (we pave the way in the appendix). The
formalization of the quasi-dependence account, however, calls for the
assimilation of notions like 'process' and 'intrinsic similarity', which, on
the face of it, are irreducible; at any rate, a suitable model seems some way
off.
We submit, then, that our account is preferable to Lewis's quasi-dependence account because it handles preemptive causation just as well but
better captures Lewis's initial intentions and lends itself to a simpler formal
semantics.
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Appendix: A formal characterization of the PCA-analysis
In the following definitions, A and B are arbitrary propositions, c, d and e
are arbitrary possible events, and the quantifiers range over possible
events. We assume the logical framework of Lewis's (1973a) theory of
counterfactuals - so the reader should look there, for example, for the
treatment of 'closeness' of, or similarity between, possible worlds.
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The actualworld.
A holds in world w
Fw*A
e occursin world w
Some A-world where B holds is closer to
world w than any A-worldwhere B does not
hold. (Informally:it is truein w that if A were
the case, then B would be the case.)
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(Informally:it is true in w that if A were the
case, B might be the case.)
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& ... & O(xn) &
(-O(c) 0---~O(xl)) & ... & (-O(xn) O-* -O(e)))

The PCA-analysisof causation:
For any actualevents c and e, c causese iff
there is a (possiblyempty)set of actualevents,1, such that
-w. (O(c) & Vx((x e E) - - O(x))) O-4 (O(e) & (c :-+ e) &
Vx(Mxce -* @O(x)))
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